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ABSTRACT 
Given a subset S of Z and a sequence I = (ln)n~=l of intervals of increasing length contained in Z, let 
Isnx~l 
b(S, 1) = lim sup - -  
and let b(S) = sup/b(S, I), where the supremum is taken over all sequences I = (In)n~=l of increasing 
length contained in Z. We call b(S) the Banach density of S. We will say that a sequence of natural 
numbers k = (kn)n~=l is multiply intersective, if given any subset E of the natural numbers of positive 
Banach density, there exists another subset R of Z with 
IRN[1, N]I 
lira 
N~ N 
existing and not less than b(E), such that for each finite subset {n 1 . . . . .  nr } of R we have 
b(E n (E + ~)  n. . .  n (E +k~,)) >0. 
Let 0 = (0n)n~Z=l be a suitable sequence of N-valued independent, identically distributed random 
variables. In this paper we show that if (kn)n~=l is multiply intersective, then so is (kn + 0n)n~=l for 
almost all 0 = (0n)~= 1.
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Given a set S C Z and a sequence 1 = (In)~=a of intervals of increasing length 
contained in Z, let 
ISn&l b(S, I) = lim sup - -  
and let 
b(S) = supb(S,I), 
I 
where the supremum is taken over all collections I of intervals. Here and henceforth 
for a finite set B we have used [B[ to denote its cardinality. We call b(S) the Banach 
density of S. If the limit 
d(S) := lim 
N--+ec N 
ISC~ [1,NIl 
exists, this is by definition the density of S. 
Suppose X is a set, fl is a or-algebra of its subsets,/x is a measure defined on this 
o--algebra nd T is a map from X to itself that is/x measurable and/x measure 
preserving. We call the quadruple (X, fl,/z, T) a dynamical system. We say a 
sequence of natural numbers k = (kn)n~_l is good if given any dynamical system 
(X, fi, #, T), and any f ~ L2(/x) 
lim 1 £ f(Tk.x ) = ET(f) (x)  '
N-+~ N 
n=l 
/z-almost everywhere. Here E r ( f )  denotes the conditional expectation of f with 
respect to the a-algebra 13(T) of T-invariant measurable subsets of X. This operator 
turns up here because we are interested in sequences of integers k for which, if 
z c C, I zl = 1 and z ¢ 1, then 
l N 
lim - -  E zkn = 0. 
N-~ec N 
n=l 
These are precisely the sequence of integers for which, if the corresponding 
pointwise rgodic theorem is true, its limit must be E r ( f)(x) almost everywhere. 
We will say that a sequence &natural numbers k = (kn)~_ 1is multiply intersecn've 
if, given any subset E of the natural numbers of positive Banach density, there exists 
another subset R of Z with d(R) existing and not less than b(E) such that for each 
finite subset {hi . . . . .  nr} of R we have 
b(E  (-'l (E  -4- knl ) ("l . . . A (E  "Jr- knr) )  ~- O. 
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We say that k is intersective if given any subset E of Z of positive Banach density 
there exists k in k such that 
EM(E+k)#O.  
The interest in intersective sets dates from the 1970s, and immediately postdates 
Furstenberg's famous ergodic theoretic proof of Szemeredi's theorem [4]. A number 
of authors [4,6,13] showed by strikingly diverse arithmetic and analytic means 
that special arithmetic sequences like the squares (kr =-r2)~=l are intersective. 
In [2] it is shown that a sequence of integers being intersective is equivalent 
to it having the Poincar6 recurrence property. The relation of the intersectivity 
property of a sequence to other properties of an integer sequence is explored 
in [3]. The natural numbers are shown to be multiply intersective in [12]. See 
also [11,1] for ergodic theoretic approaches to this theorem. New families of 
multiply intersective sequences are given in [9,10]. As will be evident from 
the developments in this paper, a sequence k which is good is also multiply 
intersective. Suppose 0 = {On, n/> 1} denotes asequence of N-valued independent, 
identically distributed random variables with basic probability space (S2, ` 4, P), 
with a P-complete o--field .4. We assume k is good and that there exist 0 < o~ < 1 
and B > l /a ,  such that: 
E(ot, B)  kn : O(en'~), Elog~+ [011 < o<~. 
Then we say that (k, 0) is a goodpair. Our theorem is the following. 
Theorem. Suppose that (k, O) is a good pair. Then for P-almost all (0i), given any 
set E contained in the natural numbers with b(E) > O, there exists a et R contained 
in the natural numbers with density d(R) existing and d(R) >/b(E), such that for 
any finite set {nl . . . . .  nr} contained in R, 
b(E n (E +~. 1 + 0nl)n . . .n  (E+~.  r + 0.r)) >o. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 
We proceed by a series of lemmas. Lemma 1 is taken from [14, Theorem 9, p. 454]. 
Consider a sequence 0: 
01,02 . . . .  
of Z-valued, independent random variables defined on a probability space (S2,/3, P), 
and satisfying 
P{ki +Oi ~ 0} = 1, i = 1,2 . . . . .  
Introduce the following sequence of random polynomials 
N 
UN(t) --= E (e2i~t(kn+On) -- EeZizrt(kn+On))' N = 1, 2 . . . . .  
n=l  
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Assume that the following condition, in which • : N -+ N is some increasing map, 
is satisfied: 
(2.1) A(k, 0, cP) =E sup [log+(kM+OM)]l/2 <00. 
M>/1 eP(M) 
Then, we have the following result 
Lemma 1. There exists a universal constant C such that 
I UM(t) -- UN(t) I 
E sup sup 
N<M O<<.t<~l (M - N)I/2dp(M) 
~< C. A(k, 0, qb). 
The next lemma is related to condition (2.1). 
Lemma 2. Assume that 0 is an i.i.d, sequence and that condition E(ot, B) is 
satisfied. Then condition (2.1) is realized with cb (t) = t ~/2. 
Proof. With this choice of qb, we have for T large, 
P{ sup [log+(kM-[-OM)] 1/2 >2T} 
M/>I ¢P(M) 
<" Z P{kM +OM > e 4TaM~} <~ Z P{OM > e TzM~} 
M~I  M>/I 
E log~_ 01 
~< Z P{ l°gB 01 > T 2B M c~B } <~ T2-----~ 2 M-c~B 
M>~I M>>.I 
<~ CT -2B, 
where C depends on or, B and on the distribution of 01 only. The result readily 
follows. [] 
Lemma 3. Suppose that (k, 0) is a good pair Let A be the contraction operator 
defined by 
O0 
Af  =Ef  o T °1 = ZP{01 =n}f  o T n. 
n=0 
There exists a measurable set f2* of full measure, such that for any co ~ f2*, any 
dynamical system (X, 13, lz, T), any f ~ L 2(iz), 
[,1, X: N-->oo -N ~f  ° Tk'+O'(c°) =ET Af(x) 
n=l 
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Proof. If follows from Lemmas 1 and 2 that there exists a non-negative P- 
integrable random variable O such that 
(2.2) sup sup [UM(t)-- UN(t)I 
N<M O~t~<l (-M-~-~ / -~2 ~ O, 
P-almost surely. By virtue of the spectral lemma [7, pp. 94-95], it follows that if 
II " 112 denotes the standard norm on L2(/z) 
II EN<n~M f o T k"+e" - EN<n<~M Af  o T kn 112 
(2.3) sup ~< O.  Hill2. 
N<M (M - N)I/2M a/2 
But the increment bound in (2.3) expresses a condition under which Theorem 7 in 
[5] applies (the interested reader may also consult [15] where an approach based on 
the majorizing measure method and providing efficient bounds, has been recently 
developed). It therefore follows that, 
(2.4) l* - -  E ( f  o Tkn+°" -- A f  o Tk" )=O 
N-+oo N n=l 
Since k is good, we know that, 
N 
(2.5) /*{x: lim - -1EAf (Tknx)=ETAf (x )}=l .  
N--->oo N n=l 
Combining (2.4) with (2.5) achieves the proof. [] 
Lemma 3 is used to prove a lemma on recurrence. Before that we need an extra 
lemma. 
Lemma 4. Let X be a non-negative random variable with EX < ~.  Then P{X ~> 
EX} > 0. 
Proof .  We give a quick argument: 
- either, there exists c such that P{X = c} = 1, and then P{X = EX} = 1, 
- or, for any real c, P{X = c} < 1. Then, we have P{X >/EX} > 0. Otherwise, 
P{X >~ EX} = 0, and thus X ~< EX a.s. Hence IIXGo = EX. But E(IIXII~ - 
X) = 0, whence X = IlXll~ a.s. This contradicts our assumption, so P{X >/ 
EX} > 0. [] 
Lemma 5. Let (k, 0) be a good pair. Suppose that (X, 13, Iz, T) is a dynamical 
system, with T invertible, and let B ~ 13 with Iz(B) > O. Let Bk denote T -kB  for 
each integer k. Then for almost all 0 with respect to P, there exists a subset R = RKo 
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of the natural numbers with d(R) ~ tz(B) such that for each finite set F contained 
in R we have 
tt( f"~ Bkn+On) > O. 
n6F 
Proof. Let S2* be the universal measurable set of unit mass associated to the pair 
(k, 0); S2* is the set {O < oo} where O is defined in (2.2). Then, for any co 6 S2*, 
any dynamical system (X, B,/z, T), any f 6 L2(/x), 
(2.6) /z{x: N-+oolim --Nl~foTkn+On(°))=ETAf(x)} =1" 
n=l  
We note that 
o~ 
(2.7) fE~(x)~(dx)=EP~Ol=n~f  Io~n(x) . (dx) ; f  id~. 
X n=0 X X 
Throughout the rest of the proof, we fix co EfY, and write more simply On instead 
of 0n(co). Let B s B with/x(B) > 0. Let also P(N) denote the collection of finite 
subsets of N. For any F ~ P(N), let 
BF -= A Bkn+On, 
nEF 
and let 
NF --= {X E X: [XBF(X)[ > []XBF [[oo }. 
Here we have used X to denote the indicator function. Now let 
N= [...J NF, 
FETe(N) 
and let 
iV'= U TmN" 
mEN 
If f = XA, then Ilflloo = 0 (respectively [If[too = 1), i f /z(A) = 0 (respectively 
tt(A) > 0). Therefore, NF = BF if #(BF) = 0, and NF = 13 if #(BF) > 0. So that 
the set N is exactly 
U Nf = U BF" 
F: #(BF)=0 F: /*(BF)=0 
This in particular implies that N and hence A/', is a null set. Put 
B I = B (3Af c. 
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Define, for x e X, the return times set 
Rx = {n ~ N: x ~ T-(k"+°")BI}. 
By (2.6) 
Iz x: d(Rx) = lim - -  XB~n+0 n (x) = E:r(AxB,)(x) = 1. 
N--~oo N n----1 
As by (2.7), fx ET(A;(B')(x)Iz(dx) =/z(B) ,  we deduce from Lemma 4, that 
tz{x: U(AXB,)(x) >/~(B)} > 0. 
Thus, there xists xo in X such that, i f  R = Rxo, then 
d(R) ~ I~(B). 
We now prove that 
for each finite set F contained in R. First, observe that xo e B~ = AncF B~n' +o=" We 
claim that xo ¢ N. Indeed, since 
Tk"+OnxoEB'=BN'A/'C=BA A (TmN)c=sfq A TmNC, 
meN meN 
we have Tk'+O~xo ~ TmN c, which with the choice m = kn + On, implies xo e N c. 
But 
NC= A {xeX: IZ~F(X) I<~[ IXBFI [~} ' 
FeT:'(N) 
and XBF(XO) = 1, since xo e B~ C BF. Hence II;(BFH~ /> 1, which ensures that 
IZ(BF) > 0 as required. [] 
We now complete the proof  of  our theorem. By hypothesis, there exists a 
sequence of  finite intervals I = (In)~=l with strictly increasing lengths such that 
IE n lnl 
b(E) = lim - -  
n~ I1nl 
Let F denote {0, 1} z. Consider the point ff = (XE(n))~_~ in F and let T denote the 
two sided shift on F defined by 
T(xn)~oo = (Xn+l)~co. 
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Now let X denote the closure of  the orbit {Tm~: m ~ Z] in the product topology on 
1 ~ and let X0 denote the set {x ~ X: Xl = 1}. Let 8x denote the point mass on the 
point x, and let 
1 
~N-- I IN I  Z ~Tm~" 
meI N 
By a known argument [4, p. 73], there exists a probability measure/z supported 
on X and preserved by T which is a weak-,-limit of the sequence of measures 
(/~N)~=I. n addition, passing to a subsequence (IN,)s~=l if necessary, for every 
continuous function on F 
f f d/z = lira f f dlXNs. 
s--+ 0o  
F F 
This means that 
/z(X0) = lira tZNs(Xo)= lim ~ ~-" grm¢(X0)=b(E)>0. 
s ~  ~-~ I /N I  
m~l N 
By Lemma 5 we have 
Iz(Xo N T-knl--Onl X 0 n " " n T -knr -Onr XO) 
= slirnolZNs (Xo n T-k~l-°~l Xo n... N T -knr-Onr Xo) 
1 
= sli~m~ [INI Z ~Tm~(Xo n T-k"l-O~l XO N... n T -knr-Onr No) 
mEl N 
=b(EN (E +knl +On1) n. . .n (E +knr +On,)) >0 
as required for every finite subset {nl . . . . .  nr} of R, thereby concluding the proof 
of our theorem. 
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